IFS Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) is a flexible, composable, cloud-native solution designed to handle the complex asset demands of the energy & utilities, construction & engineering, manufacturing, services, aerospace and defense industries. IFS EAM automates the management of assets to control maintenance and optimize asset performance within a single, solution that also allows work online and offline on native mobile app. The breadth of capabilities enables supports for both current and future needs.

Understand the complete and changing view of your asset position. Improve asset availability, utilization, reliability and the services that you provide so you can be your best when it matters most – at your Moment of Service.

Improve your operations by orchestrating the delivery of the right people, tools and equipment to an asset and be smarter about what work to do, and when. Minimize downtime and maximize the profitability of assets by reducing the cost of management and extending viability and lifespan.

Cradle-to-grave asset management

1. A complete end-to-end asset lifecycle management solution
Reduce the number of systems you need with support for every aspect of the asset lifecycle. Control planning, design, build, operations, maintenance and decommissioning with full project management capability from one flexible and configurable system. Save time, reduce errors and control progress and costs with standardized processes, data analytics and reporting.

2. Extensive support for diverse asset types
Manage linear and point assets such as new facilities, fleet management, aircraft, manufacturing equipment, power, oil rigs, and more, reducing inventory costs.

Strong asset performance management

3. Predictive asset management powered by IoT
Monitor and measure asset health to drive predictive maintenance and service needs. Improve uptime and reliability and reduce impact on productivity to reduce maintenance and contractor costs. Use IoT connectivity to intelligent monitor IoT status and alarms. Combine IoT data, machine learning and analytics with other asset data to advance your asset performance visibility.

4. Location awareness
Use integration with ERII ArcGIS to pinpoint the location of specific assets and issues (e.g., an underground gas pipe leak or the reference point to identify a break in an overhead power transmission line) to improve technician productivity.

5. Advanced technology embedded
Affordably embed the latest technology ready to use in your operation. Use IoT, augmented and mixed reality, artificial intelligence, and machine learning to optimize, automate, predict, and interact better across the business. Keep assets running at peak performance and improve customer service.

Innovation as a standard

6. Composable solution
Choose the capabilities you need and adapt quickly to new task and business process requirements. IFS EAM is a part of IFS Cloud, which includes capabilities for ERP and Service Management on a single platform. Add supporting cross-solution processes and benefit from connected workflows, dataflows analytics and operational insights. For example, add HR, workforce scheduling, finance, equipment and rental hire, operations, supply chain and project management.

7. Single source of truth
Boost the value of your assets or revenue opportunities with one version of asset data, contracts, costs, and live practices. Access at-a-glance business intelligence dashboards, in-depth reports, and visualization of analytics with embedded Microsoft Power BI across your functions. Enable data-driven decisions for a faster response to stay in control. Easily demonstrate the impact of maintenance programs.

A single platform for enterprise asset management and more

8. Highly configurable
Meet the changing demands of an organization by enabling customer-controlled configuration, reducing the cost of ownership.

9. A focus on customer success
Let IFS help you to create value and support your experience lifecycle with us. From the start of your journey enjoy known, predictable costs through a simple subscription model to detailed planning and low-cost upgrades to meet your operational requirements. Convert strategic business priorities into defined outcomes, from engagement and adoption to support of our software, with rapid payback and time value.

10. Evergreen approach
Benefit from twice-yearly feature releases and monthly service updates so you can stay secure and current on the latest technology.
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